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Park, Hyun Jung. “Phase Analysis of Movement in Korean Noun Phrase.” Studies in English 
Language & Literature 48.1 (2022): 195-211. In this paper, I examine the syntactic derivation of 
constituent—more precisely, numeral-classifier complex—within Korean DP of Pronoun-Noun 
Constructions (PNCs), coupled with numeral-classifier phrase. Following the definition of Den Dikken’s 
(2006) phase as a small clause and RP (Relator Phrase) analysis between PNCs and numeral-classifier 
phrase of Park (2019), I propose a novel syntactic configuration of Korean DP in the perspective of 
CP/DP parallelism. More specifically, the current study assumes that there is a parallelism between clausal 
structure and nominal structure of PNCs combined with numeral-classifier phrase. Adopting one of the 
two major versions of Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC), Weak PIC/PIC2 (Chomsky 2001), I show 
that the complement of phase head can undergo the movement out of phase and moreover, such an 
operation conforms to the locality condition by the minimal domain. Also, I suggest that the proposed 
syntactic derivation in this paper differs from the phase extension by Den Dikken (2006). The current 
discussion provides a new viewpoint and way regarding the derivation of a constituent in a Korean noun 
phrase structure. (Kangwon National University)
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I. Introduction

It is a well-known fact that Korean is a language which requires a classifier with 
a numeral when a noun is being counted as shown in (1) below. 

(1) a. haksayng  sey myeng
student    three  CL
‘three students’

b. cip    twu  chay 
house  two  CL
‘two houses’

Interestingly, in Korean, it is possible that a pronoun—more precisely, a personal 
pronoun like wuli ‘we’—precedes the noun that accompanies a numeral-classifier 
complex as in (2).1

(2) a. wuli haksayng  sey myeng
we  student   three  CL
‘we three students’

b. kutul  cip   twu  chay 
they  house two  CL
‘their two houses’

Careful observation shows that the examples in (2a) and (2b) are the combination 
of the Pronoun-Noun Construction (PNC), in which a non-possessive pronoun 
appears in front of a common noun, and the Numeral-Classifier (Num-Cl) complex. 
In addition, in (2), the Num-Cl complex can be positioned before the PNC in 

  1 It is necessary to explain in more detail regarding the English translation of (2b). This affair will be 
dealt with in Section 2.
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Korean, as illustrated in (3).

(3) a. sey myeng–uy  wuli haksayng
three  CL  Gen  we  student
‘we three students’

b. twu  chay–uy  kutul  cip
two  CL  Gen  they house
‘their two houses’ 

In (3), Num-Cl complex is affixed with suffifx –uy and precedes the PNC. In 
brief, we can say that the examples shown in (2) and (3) are the Pronoun-Noun 
Constructions (PNCs), coupled with numeral-classifier phrases.

In this paper, based on the definition that small clauses are phases, in the sense 
of Den Dikken (2006), I examine the syntactic derivation process going through 
from (2) to (3) in a Korean nominal structure, adopting the Phase Impenetrability 
Condition (PIC) -more precisely, Weak PIC or PIC2 (Chomsky 2001, Műller 2004, 
Richards 2011, Citko 2014).2 As an essential analytical tool for this study, I also 
take Park’s (2019) analysis that the PNCs and the Num-Cl complex have a 
predication relationship semantically and thus project the R (Relator) head on the 
basis of Den Dikken’s (2006) RP (Relator Phrase) structure. In brief, the current 
work provides the novel attempt and viewpoint in accounting for the movement of 
Num-Cl in Korean noun phrases that include the pronoun. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I introduce the theoretical 
assumptions for the investigations that follow in the rest of this paper. In Section 3, 
employing the notion of phase by Den Dikken (2006) and the Phase Impenetrability 
Condition (PIC) that comes from Chomsky (2000, 2001), I propose a new syntactic 
configuration of a Korean DP in the perspective of CP/DP parallelism. In Section 4, 
building on the proposal of the current study, I examine the syntactic operation, i.e., 

  2 This terminology of Weak PIC/PIC2 is employed in Citko (2014).
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movement, involved in the Num-Cl in Korean noun phrases and represent the 
derivation process following the definition of Weak PIC/PIC2. I also show that the 
locality theory, including the minimal domain, plays a crucial role in relevant 
derivaion process. In Section 5, I summarize the discussion. 

II. Theoretical Background

2.1 Den Dikken’s (2006) Phase as a Small Clause

Den Dikken (2006) explores a syntax of predication inside clauses and argues that 
all subject-predicate relationships are syntactically mediated by a Relator (R). The 
following is the syntactic configuration of predication proposed by Den Dikken 
(2006: 11).

 (4)     RP
     XP     R’
         R     YP

In (4), XP, the specifier of head R, stands for the subject and YP, the 
complement of head R, for the predicate. Head R mediates the syntactic relationship 
of predication between the subject and its predicate. 

Den Dikken (2006) extends the perspective for predication in clauses into the 
nominal domain and argues that nominal phrases have predication relationships of 
subject-predicate as a small clause. In particular, on the assumption that phases are 
propositional in nature (Chomsky 2001), Den Dikken suggests that small clauses 
seem to qualify as phases and defines the following property of small clauses as in 
(5) (Den Dikken 2006: 113).
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(5) Small clauses are phases.

This property of small clauses in (5) is a central and essential point for the 
current study. In the sections that follow, I will discuss the relevant issue in detail 
in conjunction with PIC (Phase Impenetrability Condition).

2.2 Park’s (2019) Analysis

Park (2019) proposes that the three types of head R involved in the PNC can be 
realized within a Korean DP, based on Den Dikken’s (2006) RP theory: head R1, 
head R2, and head R3.3 For the purpose of this paper, I review only head R3 in the 
main text. According to Park (2019), head R3 has the predicative relationship 
between the PNC and Num-Cl complex semantically and takes head R1/R2 as the 
subject and Num-Cl complex as its predicate in RP structure. Park assumes (6) as 
the base structure of head R3 (Park 2019: 40).4

  3 In fact, this paper focuses on the RP3 structure that exhibits the predication relationship between the 
PNC and Num-Cl complex as a small clause. Thus, I would like to introduce head R1 and R2 in footnote 
briefly. In RP1 structure that projects head R1, the pronoun and the noun within the PNC are in the 
predicative structure (A is B) as a subject and its predicate. On the other hand, RP2 structure projects 
head R2 of predicate of possession, bearing a possessive meaning between pronominal subject and its NP 
predicate within the PNC. This reasoning for head R2 comes from the fact that the genitives have the 
meaning of predicate of possession. For this reason, the PNC in (2b) in the main text, i.e., kutul cip, 
projects head R2 and is translated as ‘their house’ in English since it exhibits the semantics of possession 
between the pronoun and the noun in Korean. The relevant examples that project head R1 and R2 in 
Korean PNC are given below (Park 2019: 21, 27).

(ⅰ) Head R1
   [wuli haksayng]-un yelsimhi kongpwu -hayyahan -ta.
    we  student –Top  hard    study    should  -Dc
      ‘We students should study hard.’
(ⅱ) Head R2 
   thakca wiey [wuli/kutul chayk] -i  nohyeiss -ta.
    desk  on    we/they  book -Nom   lie -Dc
       ‘On the desk our/their book lies.’ 
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(6)                RP3
         RP1/2           R3’
      pro    R1/2’    NumP    R3
          NP   R1/2 numeral Num’
                        ClP      Num

In the RP structure of (6), the PNC, i.e., RP1/2 serves as a subject and the 
NumP, i.e., Num-Cl complex as its predicate. The following is the relevant examples 
that project head R3 in Korean noun phrase (Park 2019: 43).

(7) a. [wuli haksayng] sey myeng a’. [wuli haksayng]-i   sey myeng-i-ta.
we  student   three CL          we  student -Nom three CL –Cop-Dc
‘we three students’               ‘We students are three.’

b. [wuli chayk] twu kwen b’. [wuli chayk]-i    twu kwen-i-ta. 
we  book  two  CL             we  book-Nom  two  CL –Cop-Dc
‘our two books’                 ‘Our books are two.’ 

We can observe that the PNC and Num-Cl complex in (7a-b) show the 
predication relationship semantically, respectively as shown in (7a’-b’). Therefore, 
the PNC and Num-Cl complex result in a small clause and become the phase by 
Den Dikken (2006). Hence, this paper assumes the RP3 structure by Park (2019) as 
the phase of small clause and will discuss the relevant issue in detail under the 
perspective of CP/DP parallelism in Section 3.

  4 Regarding the postulation of pro which is the specifier of RP1/2, according to Park (2019), the 
pronominal element in RP1/2 structure can be realized either overtly or covertly. Thus, Park proposes pro 
as a element occupying a Spec position in RP1/2 structure. See Park (2019) for further details.
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2.3 Weak PIC/PIC2

Regarding the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC), there are two major versions 
as represented below (Chomsky 2001: 13-14, excerpted from Citko 2014: 33).

(8) a. The domain of H is not accessible to operations outside HP; only H and 
its edge are accessible to such operations. (Strong PIC/PIC1)

b. The domain of H is not accessible to operations at ZP; only H and its 
edge are accessible to such operations. (Weak PIC/PIC2)

Of the two versions of PIC mentioned right above, this paper adopts Weak 
PIC/PIC2 in (8b) as the crucial analytical tool for the current work. The difference 
between the two definitions is derived from inaccessibility of the domain of the 
phase head H. According to the definition in (8a), the domain of the phase head H 
becomes inaccessible as soon as HP is complete. However, the definition in (8b) 
shows us a different notion. That is, the domain of the phase head H becomes 
inaccessible at the point the next phase head (Z) is merged. This means that Weak 
PIC/PIC2 in (8b) allows the elements inside the domain of the phase head H 
(complement of H) to agree with the elements outside HP unlike Strong PIC/PIC1 
in (8a).

The configurations of the two versions of PIC are given in (9) (Citko 2014: 34).

(9) a.  XP                  b.   ZP (phase 2)
     X    HP (phase 1)       Z     XP
        α    H’                  X     HP (phase 1)
          H     YP                   α     H’
                   spell-out domain        H     YP
                                                 spell-out domain
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(9a) and (9b) represent PIC1 and PIC2, respectively. PIC1 in (9a) does not permit 
X to agree with YP since YP is spelled out as soon as X is merged. In contrast, 
PIC2 in (9b) permits X to agree with YP since YP is not spelled out until Z is 
merged. The current study pays attention to the restriction imposed on PIC2 in the 
derivation process and aims to apply such an operation to the movement of elements 
within a Korean DP.

III. New Configuration

In this section, I propose the new configuration that corresponds to a nominal 
phrase of the RP structure realized in Korean DP based on the definition of phase 
by Den Dikken (2006) and the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) (Chomsky 
2000, 2001). 

The general configuration of PIC is as follows (Citko 2014: 31).

(10) a. [ZP Z ... [XP  X [HP α [H YP]]]]
b. [CP C ... [TP  T [vP DP [v VP]]]]

In (10a), Z and H indicate phase heads, and (10b) shows a more concrete clausal 
configuration that corresponds to (10a). A non-phase head X exists between Z and 
H in (10a). Equally, there is a non-phase head T between C and v in (10b).

In this paper, employing the configurations given in (10), I suggest a new 
configuration concerning Korean noun phrase of RP structure by Park (2019) based 
on CP/DP parallelism, as represtented in (11) below.5

  5 As far as CP/DP parallelism is concerned, it has been argued that CP can be likened to the DP 
(Szabolcsi 1983, 1987, 1994, Abney 1987, Ritter 1991, Giusti 1996, 2005, 2006, Cardinaletti and Starke 
1999, Pesetsky and Torrego 2001, Haegeman and Ürögdi 2010, among others).
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(11) [DP D ... [XP  X [RP3 RP1/2 [R3 NumP]]]]

Under the perspective of CP/DP parallelism, (11) denotes a nominal configuration 
that corresponds to (10b). In (11), D and R3 are phase heads, and a non-phase head 
X is between them like the head T in the clausal domain in (10b). The fact that 
RP3 can be included as a phase can be justified by Den Dikken’s (2006) definition 
on Phase. As reviewed in Section 2 earlier, Den Dikken defines that small clauses 
are phases. Thus, RP3 structure that takes head R1/R2 as the subject and Num-Cl 
complex as its predicate is able to obtain the phase status as a small clause. 

In fact, Den Dikken (2006) accepts that there is considerable parallelism between 
the clause and the noun phrase and extends the predication structure of clausal domain 
into the nominal domain in order to provide a more support for the parallel between 
the two domains. Consequently, we can say that it can be vindicated to postulate the 
RP3 as the phase under the perspective of CP/DP parallelism in the configuration of 
(11), in the spirit of Den Dikken (2006). The structure in (11) is illustrated below.6

(12)                     DP
                    XP     D    phase 2
                RP3     X
            RP1/2    R3’        phase 1
               NumP      R3

         spell-out domain

  6 Note that the phase structure of RP in (12) differs from that of RP that Den Dikken (2007) posits. 
Den Dikken assumes that the status of a given category as a phase might vary. That is, head movement 
of a phase head to a non-phase head dominating it can result in the higher non-phase head becoming a 
new phase head: phase extension. However, the structure of (12) proposed in this paper is different from 
the view of phasehood by Den Dikken in that once fixed, phasehood in (12) remains constant in accordance 
with a conventional criterion on phasehood. Therefore, XP in the above structure stands for any phrase 
headed by a functional head X, but is not a phrase that can become a new phase by head movement. In 
short, (12) is a structure generated newly in this paper that is irrelevant to phase extension by Den Dikken.
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IV. Derivation Process

Based on the discussion so far, I get into a detailed analysis with respect to the 
syntactic operation, i.e., movement. Let us look at examples in (2) and (3), repeated 
here as (13) and (14), respectively.

(13) a. wuli haksayng  sey myeng
we  student  three  CL
‘we three students’

b. kutul  cip   twu  chay 
they  house two  CL
‘their two houses’

(14) a. sey  myeng–uy  wuli haksayng
three  CL  Gen  we  student
‘we three students’

b. twu  chay–uy  kutul  cip
two  CL  Gen   they house
‘their two houses’

The examples illustrated in (13) and (14) are the Pronoun-Noun Constructions 
(PNCs), coupled with numeral-classifier phrases. First, based on the proposal in the 
previous section, I examine the syntactic derivation process from (13a) to (14a) in 
Korean nominal structure. 

(15)                     XP
                   RP3        X
              RP1        R3’
           pro     R1’  NumP   R3
          wuli  NP   R1 sey myeng
             haksayng
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The structure in (15) is the syntactic configuration of (13a).7 Under the condition 
of PIC2, though RP3 is a phase, the complement of phase head R3, NumP can 
agree with X since the complement of R3 becomes inaccessible only at the next 
phase level, the DP level. Note, however, that it is necessary to comply with the 
locality condition in extracting the NumP out of the RP3. For this, I employ 
Hornstein’s (2004) Extended Minimal Domain and Equidistance Condition. 

(16) Extended Minimal Domain (Hornstein 2004: 145)
The MinD of a chain formed by adjoining the head Y to the head X is the 
union of MinD(Y) and MinD(X), excluding projections of Y.

(17) Equidistance (Hornstein 2004: 159)
If two positions α and β are in the same MinD, they are equidistant from 
any other position.

According to the condition in (16), when head R3 moves to a higher head X, 
such a head movement makes the specifier of RP3, RP1 a member of the same 
minimal domain as the complement of RP3, NumP. Furthermore, under the 
condition of equidistance in (17), the two constituents that are in the same minimal 
domain are equidistant from any other position. Consequently, thanks to the above 
two conditions, the complement of phase head R3, NumP can be extracted out of 
the RP3 as shown in (18) below.

  7 In (13a), the pronoun and the noun within the PNC are in the predicative structure (A is B) as shown 
in the following context. 

(ⅰ) [wuli haksayng] sey myeng-i  kalkkey-yo. (speaker: student)
       we  student   three  CL-Nom go-future-Dc
       ‘We three students will go.’

In (ⅰ), wuli haksayng sey myeng ‘we three students’ means ‘we are three students’ in the given context. 
Hence, the PNC in (13a) projects head R1.
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(18)                    XP
                NumPi       X’
               sey myeng   RP3     X
                    RP1         R3’
                 pro    R1’   ti      R3
                 wuli NP   R1
                  haksayng

In the structure in (18), the NumP raises to the specifier position of the next 
higher functional head X, satisfying the locality condition.

We have an important matter that remains regarding the course of derivation. 
When the Num-Cl complex comes before the PNC as in (14a), it is affixed with 
suffifx –uy. In order to treat the realization of –uy that is attached to the Num-Cl 
complex, I adopt An’s (2014) and Park’s (2019) analyses. An (2014) assumes that 
–uy and the suffix –n share the characterization of allomorphic variation as the 
prenominal modifier markers in Korean. Also, according to Park (2019), the host 
inflected by –n functions as a DP modifier in Korean noun phrase and such DP 
modifiers are introduced in the specifier position of XP that is the next higher 
functional projection of RP3 structure of PNC, coupled with Num-Cl complex.8

  8 Park (2019) argues that the pronoun within PNC has a property as a boundary between DP-modifier 
and NP-modifier in Korean nominal structure and suggests that DP-modifiers are situated in a higher 
position than the pronoun whereas NP-modifiers are situated in the lower position than the pronoun. This 
fact is justified by the following examples (Park 2019: 76, 77).

 (ⅰ) a. ttokttokha-n [wuli cwungkwuk chinkwu]
         smart-RRC  we  Chinese-AP  friend
     b. *ttokttokha-n cwungkwuk [wuli chinkwu]
         smart-RRC  Chinese-AP  we  friend
         ‘our smart Chinese friend’

The examples in (ⅰ) show the two types of modifiers, i.e., DP-modifier or RRC (Reduced Relative 
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Essentially following An (2014) and Park (2019) related to the realization of –uy, 
I propose the syntactic structure exhibited in (19) below.

(19)                          XP
                   DP-modifier      X’
                             RP3        X
                      RP1/2       R3’ [K-suffix]
                  pro    R1/2’  NumP   R3
                      NP     R1/2 

As shown in (19), now, the next higher functional projection of RP3, XP plays 
a role that introduces DP modifiers. Alongside this fact, I also assume that the 
functional head X in (19) bears [K-suffix]. Accordingly, -uy is realized as the suffix 
of Num-Cl complex when NumP moves out of RP3 and sits in the Spec of XP.9 

Finally, in Korean nominal structure the syntactic derivation process from (13a) to 
(14a) is as follows. 

Clause) and NP-modifier or AP (Attributive Adjective Phrase) that occur in Korean PNC. As illustrated 
above, (ⅰa) is grammatical, but (ⅰb) is not. For the reason that (ⅰb) is ungrammatical, Park points out 
that cwungkwuk ‘Chinese’ classified as an NP-modifier/AP comes before the pronoun, wuli ‘we’, resulting 
in ungrammaticality. Contrary to (ⅰb), in (ⅰa) cwungkwuk ‘Chinese’ is placed after the pronoun, and 
ttokttokha-n ‘strong’, which is inflected by suffix –n, classified as a DP-modifier/RRC (Reduced Relative 
Clause) precedes the pronoun, wuli ‘we’, resulting in grammaticality. Based plenty of empirical evidence, 
Park proposes that DP-modifiers are merged over the pronoun and NP-modifiers are merged in the lower 
position than the pronoun in Korean PNC. Here, I mention only the essential point concerning the merge 
position of DP and NP modifiers in Korean PNC. See Park (2019) for relevant discussion and details.

  9 The terminology of K-suffix, which indicates the prenominal modifier markers, -n, -l, and –uy in 
Korean, is used in An (2014).

Cf. Insertion of the K-suffix (2014: 372)
  K  → -n    / [NP ∅past/perfect/realis ___ N]
        -l    /  [NP ∅future/imperfect/irrealis ___ N]
       -uy   /  elsewhere
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(20)                     DP 
                     XP       D   phase 2
              NumPi       X’
          sey myenguy       
                      RP3         X
      phase 1    RP1        R3’  [K-suffix]
            pro      R1’  ti    R3 
           wuli   NP   R1 
               haksayng

In (20), under PIC2, the functional head X can undergo Agree with the 
complement of phase head R3, NumP, since NumP is not spelled out until the next 
phase head, D is merged. Hence, Num-Cl complex ‘sey myeng’ raises to the Spec 
of XP without violating the locality condition due to equidistance by the minimal 
domain and then is inflected by -uy as a DP modifier.

The movement of constituent from (13b) to (14b) can be also derived by the 
same principle as represented below.10

  10 In (21), RP structure of the PNC projects head R2 since the pronominal subject and its NP predicate 
within the PNC bear a possessive meaning in the given context as shown below.

(ⅰ) kutul  cip   twu  chay 
     they  house two  CL
      ‘their two houses’
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(21)                    DP 
                   XP       D    phase 2
            NumPi        X’
          twu chayuy
      phase 1        RP3         X
              RP2        R3’  [K-suffix]
           pro     R2’  ti     R3   
         kutul    NP  R2
                 cip

V. Conclusion

In this paper, I examined the movement issue of constituent within a Korean DP 
of the Pronoun-Noun Constructions (PNCs), coupled with numeral-classifier phrases 
focusing on one of the two major versions of Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC), 
Weak PIC/PIC2. Under the perspective of CP/DP parallelism, I proposed the new 
syntactic configuration of Korean DP based on the notion of phase as a small clause 
by Den Dikken (2006), employing the RP analysis of Park (2019) and showed that 
in the proposed configuration, the complement of phase head can enter into an 
Agree relationship with a higher functional head out of phase under the assumption 
of PIC2 unlike PIC1. 

More significantly, it is necessary to note that the syntactic operation proposed in 
this paper differs from the phase extension by Den Dikken (2006). That is, Den 
Dikken argues that head movement of a phase head to a non-phase head dominating 
it can result in the higher non-phase head becoming a new phase head. However, I 
suggested that a non-phase head dominating a phase head can be any phrase headed 
by a functional head X and phase extension does not occur through the head 
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movement in the course of the derivation. I also explored the property of Num-Cl 
complex affixed with –uy that comes before the PNC and defined such elements as 
the DP-modifier following An (2014) and Park (2019). 

The current analysis provides a new viewpoint and way regarding the issue of 
movement of constituent in Korean noun phrase by showing the fact that a more 
flexible/freer movement is possible under the assumption of PIC2, complying with 
locality condition. 
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